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/Moore rules SGA vote invalid
University President Hollis A
Moore Jr ruled invalid yesterday the
referendum held in March to
determine il the Student Government
Association i SGA) should be abolished
Citing irregularities in wording
between the petition that was
circulated to initiate the voting and the
wording on the ballot. Dr Moore said
students who "prefer a different form
of student organization
have an
opportunity under present SGA consti
luticn.il provisions to propose a new
constitution "

Dr. Moore's decision gives the green
light to the new SGA administration to
go ahead with its programs.
SGA PRESIDENT W Randall
Hathaway said, however, that the new
administration is seeking suggestions
for a new and improved form of
student government
"1 certainly realize that students are
not happy with the structure we have
right now," Hathaway said "I will use
my power to support any group of

students who can present a viable and
workable alternative."
Dr Moore said the small number of
students who voted in the referendum
564 indicated to him that there was
not a "significant groundswell of
concern" about the SGA abolishment

(however ineffective) and to offer no
immediate substitute "
He said the problem was
compounded because former SGA
President Douglas G Bugie had stated
before the vote that 3.000 votes would
be needed to make the referendum
valid

"So well publicized on campus was
the minimum turnout' requirement
that students could have concluded
that the most effective way to oppose
the issue was to refrain from voting
and thus deprive the election of the
necessary vote total," Dr Moore
wrote

"A small voter turnout clearly
creates a serious problem." l)r Moore
said in a written statement,
"especially when the proposed action
is to remove entirely and immediately
any form of student organization

ALTHOUGH that idea was discarded
before the vote. Dr Moore said he
believes publicity about the proposed
minimum number of votes might have
affected the outcome

Dr. Moore also said there were
"substantial inconsistencies" between
the wording of the original petition and
the wording of the ballot
The petition proposed the

The constitutionality of the appointments of a secretary and treasurer to
Student Government Association
(SGAi by the SGA president was
questioned by a former SGA student
senator yesterday
Christopher J
Mehling. senior
iA&S> asked SGA President W
Randall Hathaway if he considered
that all students had had an equal
chance to be appointed to the two
positions
The questioning came during the
Value and evaluation Day workshop
entitled. "Is Student Government
Representative of the Student Body''"
Stories about discussions held
during yesterday's Value aad
Evaluation Day can be found below
aad throaghoal today's News.
Mehling informed Hathaway that the
latter had violated a provision in the
SGA constitution stating that all
treasurers and secretaries must be
approved by the Student Senate from a
list given to them by the Personnel
Board
HATHAWAY DEFENDED himself
by saying approval of the appointments
rested with him as the executive
officer He said the treasurer he
appointed. David N. Rollins, junior
(B.A I, had been recommended to him
by former treasurer Kent G Coppins
since Rollins had worked with him and
knew how the treasury operated
Dr. Richard R Eakin. vice provost,
and Richard Lenhart. coordinator of
student activities, told him to get
people appointed and "get moving"
Hathaway added
Hathaway did not comment on his
appointment of Joyce E Kraus, sophomore .Ed. i. as SGA secretary
A heated discussion then followed in
which the workshop participants
discussed how students can get
involved in student government
The workshop was opened by
Mehling. who gave a presentation
based on his feelings that student
government, as it now stands, is not
representative ol the student body

Weather
(since of showers today. Highs
la the lew aad mid 4vs, except la
the upper Ms near the lake.
Showers likely today, toalght aad
tomorrow. Lows toalght Bear 3f.
Highs tomorrow la the eta.
Probability of precipitation 3t per
real today aad M per ceot tonight

One of the flaws of the present
system. Mehling said, is that it if
impossible for 14 elected officers to
represent the interests of the 13.000
undergraduate students due to their
diffuse values and goals

SAIGON (API -The Saigon military
command said its troops pushed North
Vietnamese forces out of a provincial
capital yesterday in a fierce battle that
was watched closely as an indicator of
whether the South Vietnamese armyhas a will to fight

ANOTHER FLAW, he said, is that
the present system has perpetuated the
"lie" that student government is
representative of the students
"It is this lie that student government is representative of the student
body that has provided many pitfalls
for student government and the
students themselves." he said
"SGA is an easy way to plug in
students to committees, regardless of
their interests and qualifications." he
added
Mehling said SGA has served two
purposes for the administration as a
token and as an instrument to quiet
dissension
"BG's favorite response is to form a
committee." he said
MEHLING cited last quarters
Campus Safety weapons controversy
as an example of a problem being
turned over to a committee
Though the Campus Safety Advisory
Board was formed to study the
problem, he said, the students who
were immediately involved with the
issue were shut out of the process
Other problems with the present
system are that it is difficult for
officers to deal with students because
the students resent the roles the
administration puts on the officers,
and that due to a lack of cohesiveness
there is no one issue the student body
can support
...„.,...*.„

North Vietnamese attacked Xuan
Loc. 40 miles east of Saigon, before
dawn in their first drive on a major
city in the Saigon region since winning
control of three fourths, of South
Vietnam.
Saigon's demoralized troops
withdrew without a fight from central,
northern and coastal areas last month
and Communist-led forces now appear
to be trying to encircle the jittery
capital

Beer ban?

Christopher Schneider, senior (B.A.), a student employe at the Union, seems
very busy during Happy Hours. His job may be in jeopardy if a bill banning the
sal* ol beer on campus passes the Ohio legislature. (Newsphoto by Michael
Pastor ello)

A heated discussion developed
among students, faculty and administrators as they talked about the
controversial subject of the cost
benefit of athletics at yesterday's
Value and Evaluation Day workshop
Chairman Harvey Donley. professor
of quantitative analysis and control,
opened the discussion by emphasizing
that the workshop should be labeled
"the cost analysis of athletics." since
it would be hard to place a dollars-andcents value on the benefits of the
University's intercollegiate program.
Dr. Samuel M Cooper, trustee
professor and one of the designated
resource persons for the conference.
talked at length about the long-range
benefits of the men's intercollegiate
program.
He said that the 111 million
allocated to athletics last year was

In Washington. White House Press
Secretary Ron Nessen ackknowledged
that former President Richard M
Nixon had had "confidential
exchanges" prior to the signing of the
1973 Paris peace agreements in which
he assured the Saigon government the
United States would "react
vigorously" to any violations by Hanoi
of the accord
Nessen indicated Nixon might have
been prepared to intervene militarily
except for congressional passage of a
law that ruled out a return of U.S.
forces to Vietnam. Nessen's statement
came one day after Sen. Henry M.
Jackson. (D-Wash ), contended there
had been "secret agreements"
between the Nixon administration and
South Vietnam

Bill could curb University sale of beer
By Lyaa Degas
Asst. Maaagiag Editor

Rep
Gene Damschroder (RFremont) believes "beer and books
are not a good mix The halls of ivy
don't tie in well with drunkeness
And for that reason. Damschroder
introduced House Bill 565 to the Ohio
House of Representatives to prohibit
the sale of beer or liquor at state-supported universities The bill would
permit liquor licenses currently held
by Ohio universities and colleges to
expire and prohibit new licenses from
being issued
The bill has 37 full sponsors, according to Damschroder. which he
considers a large number for support

of a bill "The young representatives
are not going along with the bill." he
said "However, the older ones are no
problem "
Damschroder said he has had over a
hundred letters "highly praising his
bill " He said he received one letter
against the bill--"a rather nasty
letter from a student who had poor
spelling."
DAMSCHRODER SAID bars on
college campuses are a problem.
"Persons who have never had a drink
in their life come to a college and the
fust place they see is the bar." he said
"Maybe they went to college to learn
They learn to drink beer real well."

He said he is not against bars in
college towns, but against promoting
alcohol on campus in a learning
environment "Students don't know
what they want to do and getting drunk
doesn't help them find out." he added
But Damschroder is not against the
faculty drinking. "Teachers need to
relax after a long day of babysitting
children." he said. "It doesn't matter
if they drink, because they have
completed their education and are not
learning anymore At age 18. children
do not need to relax "
Dr. Richard R Eakin. vice provost
of student affairs, said he disagreed
with the bill
"1 would hope the University

community could be viewed in the
same way as the general community in
the use of alcohol Students must abide
by the laws of the state of Ohio 1 don't
see the need for tighter controls for the
University than for the society at
large." he explained
RICHARD R. STONER. director of
the University Union, said he thinks
Damschroder is generalizing the
problems of students drinking
"Of course there are some students
who have drinking problems." Stoner
said, "but it is a matter of self-determination 1 think students have greater
responsibility than that Besides, you
can't legislate morals."

Athletics discussion evokes disagreement
ByDaaGarfteld

He added that if there were another
vote this time with the ballots
matching the petitions and without
reference to a minimum number of
votes-he would consider the results
valid

Saigon
regains
capital

SGA fairness
under question
By Mnrcia Iwik
Staff Reporter

replacement of the SGA constitution by
a student union, while there was no
such reference on the ballot
"This difference in language is more
than a technicality and is probably the
source of confusion and perplexity to
voters." Dr Moore said

only two per cent of the University's
1974-75 expense of about |55 million.
Dr. Cooper spoke only about the
men's program, since he is a former
men's swimming coach and is the
former chairman of the men's health
and physical education department
CALLING THE title of the workshop
"biased." Dr George Rendina. associate professor of chemistry and also a
resource person, questioned the 91.1
million budget for 550 Intercollegiate
athletes He said about 3.000 persons
are involved with only about 1100.000 in
the chemistry department.
"What are the cost benefits of
athletics?" Dr. Rendina asked. "I'm
looking for equity in how we are
supporting our programs. There are
many ways of spending the athletic
budget and those issues should be
discussed."
At another point. Dr Rendina said

the workshop was getting away from
the real issue of cost analysis. "Where
are we going to get the money from''"
he asked, concerning an alternative to
funding intercollegiate athletics from
the general fee.
No one seemed to have an answer, so
they continued with their presentations
"Athletics help spread the name of
this University around the country and the world, for that matter." noted
James E. Hof. vice president for public
services. "We can thank Dave Wottle
for what he did in the Olympics."
HE ALSO said that because of the
University athletic program, individuals donate some 75-100 scholarships each year that are not awarded to
athletes He added that due to the
awareness of athletics, good students
and faculty are attracted to the University.

"But how do you put a cost on it?" he
asked

Athletics. Hof said, is the "dooropener" to corporate contributions
•'The outcome outweighs the initial
investment." he said
Athletic Director Richard A. Young
told the persons who were jammed into
the 10th floor conference room of the
Administration Building that the
athletic department does not intend to
prepare athletes for professional
sports.
"We give athletes a chance to
compete with the best, and this is an
extension of our physical education
system at this University." Young
said, pointing to a chart of the various
levels of education, intramurals and
intercollegiate athletics at the University.
As a residential university. Young

said, the University has to provide
some form of entertainment "There
would be nothing to do without
athletics." he added
While athletics were being discussed
on the 10th floor of the Administration
Building. Dennis Botlonari. student
representative to the Board of
Trustees, sat in an empty room on the
7th floor.
Bottonan was to have led a
discussion on other uses of general fee
monies He said the conference would
have dealt with the allocation system
and possible alternatives to it.
"I don't think this was very well
publicized." said Brenda Toepfer.
sophomore I Ed. I. who was designated
secretary of the discussion "1 don't
think they knew they could have had
University excuses if they had participated."

Stoner said he thought Damschroder
was responding to pressure from
permit holders in university towns
However, he said there have been no
questions raised by Bowling Green
merchants "1 think the merchants
have acknowledged the need to serve
students on campus." he said
Stoner said he has not had time to
assess the total impact the legislation
would have on the Union if passed, but
its effect would be significant '' Dollarwise, it would have a considerable
effect on the Union.'' he said
The University holds a liquor license
for the Union, which has been extended
to the Falcon's Nest. Cardinal Room
and Pheasant Room The permit
recently has been extended to the
University golf course
"The loss of the liquor license would
also limit the opportunity to change the
atmosphere of the Union to suit
students' needs." Stoner said The
Happy Hours in the Union would
probably be eliminated
STONER SAID the Union Activities
Office IUAOI programming would be
affected, including mixers held in the
Grand Ballroom
The Union also might lose the
business of some conferences held at
the University Stoner said some of the
informal conferences order beer from
the Union for their meetings
Dr Eakin said the Happy Hours held
in the Falcon's Nest on Friday afternoons have been beneficial to the
students from a social point of view
He said everyone seems to enjoy the
event, and it has been very profitable
for the Union as well.
"Sale of 3 2 beer in the Union has
been dealt with in a very responsible
and mature way by students." Dr.
Eakin said
The bill was introduced March 13 and
assigned to committee. No other action
has been scheduled at this time.
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involvement key to facility
By Dan Garfield
Student Indoor Recreational
Facilities Committee Member
Guest Student Columnist

secret documents
should be revealed
President Gerald K Kord and Secretary <>f Stale Henry A Kissinger
have repeatedly referred to U.S commitments I" South Vietnam during
the recent military devastation which that country has been suffering
But neither Kord nor Kissinger has defined exactly what these
commitments are or when they were made
And now Sen Henry M Jackson ill-Wash i says he has Information
about secret agreements which exist between the governments oi the
United States and South Vietnam, and has demanded that any such
agreements be made public
If secret agreements between the United Stales and South Vietnam
exist, they should be made public so that Congress and the American
people can decide their validity
Conducting relations wilh other

countries in a

cloak anti-dagger

manner cheats the American people They do not have a voice through
Congress when policy is formulated in secret by a lew men They are nol
even informed as to what these lew nun arc getting into
Formulating and executing an efficient foreign policy is one ol the
most important functions of any government

It must be done out in the

open, where the public can readily examine it and ofler their opinions
The time has come to end the secrecy surrounding foreign affairs

Yes Virginia, there is still a recreation dilemma at Bowling Green State
University That dilemma has been
lingering here for nearly a quarter of a
century It centers around a lack of
sufficient indoor recreation space, an
antiquated and hazardous aquatic
facility and inadequate locker rooms in
both the Men's Gym and Women's
Building
And yes.
the Student Indoor
Recreational Facilities committee is
not dead In fact, it is just beginning In
make strides toward the entire student
body, faculty, staff and administrators
lor valuable feedback
Over the past eight months - and
even longer for some ol our members
the
Committee
has
researched
material, talked to professionals and
experts on recreation, visited some ol
the linest iiuii mi centers in the country
and thought ol thousands of ideas lor
getting a new multi-purpose indoor
recreational facility lor this campus
Vie sal the research aside last month
and decided to send out a survey to gel

£*o»'-.ij-**5*;rc;
SSMaMitSiSlia

much-needed feedback from the oncampus students
AS MOST OF YOU 7.723 on-rampus
students will remember last quarter
during die week of March 13-17. a
Recreational Facility Survey was
placed in your mailbox We asked that
you fill the survey out and return it to
the survey box at your main desk or to
your Greek house president
The survey was simple and to the
point - we wanted just a check for
either
Yes. I am interested in new
indoor recreational facilities lor this
campus. No. I am not interested
"or" I am not familiar with our
present facilities
Well the results are in and although
the feedback only reflected 30 per cent
12.2371 of the oncampus population
the results were surprisingly in favor
ol people who were interested in new
lacihties
The following statistical
breakdown of class voting speaks for
itself

Freshmen
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Other'
TOTALS

Yes

No

792
654
332
131
195
2.104

26
32
16
14
8
86

Nol
Familiar Total

25
9
5
5
3
47

843
695
353
150
206
2.237

Approximate percentage breakdown
by class

Freshmen
Sophomore
Junior

Yes
94,
94 .
94'.

No
3'.
4''.
4

Not
Familiar
3'.
I
1

Senior
Other'
TOTALS

87 I
95'.
W,

•%
JK
4%

3
1
2

•surveys returned without class designation
WHEN THE Committee tallied the
ballots and sat down and talked about
the results it was imperative that we
not stop here -- we were destined to
keep on working researching and
involving more students in our goal of
getting a new recreational facility for
this campus
Main ol the 2 237 persons who
returned
survey
ballots
wrote
suggestions and some even put their
name and
phone number
down
desiring to help the Committee in any
way possible
Thai desire by a handful of people is
just what our Committee has been
looking for and we see a growing
support as Ihe days go by
But we need campus wide loflcampus tool support from seniors on
down lo freshmen, from faculty and
administrators alike
For more than 15 years, many
persons in both the men s and women s
physical
education
departments,
interested
faculty
personnel
and
administrators including lour University
presidents
iMacDonald.
Harshman Jerome and Moorei. have
voiced support and dire need for new
indoor recreation facilities to replace
the inadequate structures which have
draped this campus since Ihe stone

ages'
of
University

Bowling

Green

State

READING THROUGH countless
memo's, letters, reports findings and
suggestions • all pertaining to indoor
recreational facilities). 1 have found
that one vital element has been
missing from past committees That
element is student involvement
Today we feel student involvement
has finally arrived Progress has been
made in determining whether or not
students are in favor of new indoor
recreational facilities — the survey
conveyed that point effectively
What our Committee is hoping tor
- as a long-range goal - is a
referendum with enough feedback thai
will convince our Committee and the
administration that BGSU needs a new
recreational facility now - not in a
quarter of a century
But in Ihe meantime while Ihe
Committee is striving for new ideas
and as we are going oul to reach the
students, your cooperation is needed
too You can help us oul and give our
Committee 'your fellow students the
Trustees and many others
your
feelings about a new multi-purpose
indoor recreation facility
letters to the Kditor and guest
columns in The B(; News are great
ways of communicating the need for a
new i ecie.ii ion facility
Voice your opinion - it's your
strongest weapon
A song by the musical group Chicago
means so much when it all comes down
to new recreation facilities here
"We can make it happen'"

LeTTera
health care

7 WHK I'VE SEN ENOUGH MUP."

"disruption program"

evil merry pranksters
WASHINGTON

Set forth below is

sneaks
and snitches surpasses
paranoia
Yet. stacks of memos
written on paper which savs
Buy
C S Savings Bonds Hegularlv Ml the
Payroll Savings
Plan.
are the
evidence ol Ihe millions ol dollars and
man hours devoted to the bureau
crali/.ilion ol nasty tricks

a proposed anonymous letter errors
in spelling are intentional
says the
KBI
memorandum from its San
Francisco office to "the sc.it ol
government
as the Bureau rather
grandly relers to this collection ol
marble tiling cases on the Potomac
In
due course,
the
seal
ol
government
counteriiicmocd
that.
Authority is granted lor you lo
prepare and then anonymously mail
the letter to Sam Jordan who is
running lor the office ol Mayor ol San
Francisco as an independent Negro
candidate The
letter
should
be
handwritten on a cheap grade ol tablet
paper and contain the spelling errors
set out in the sample The letter has
definite disruptive potential
These two bits oi administrative
incunabula have been coughed up into
the light ol public scrutiny as Ihe result
ol a suit tiled by the Socialist Workers
Party charging the FBI with years ol
harassment against n
The evidence extracted from the
Bureau's file by court order ought to
satisfy any reasonable person the
charges arc true but wh.it stale of
mind led the FBI to turn into evil
Merr> Pranksters
THE SOCIALIST Workers Partj
hasn't been a significant force since
the late 1930s In that era under the
leadership ol Farrel Dobbs Vincent
Dunne and Carl Skoglund three long
forgotten
heroes
ol
the
labor
movement, the parlv achieved some
power and prominence in the upper
Midwest by its work organizing men in
the trucking industry

In ihe earl) 1940s, the top leadership
was convicted lor violating the Smith
Act. which meant thev shot their
seditious mouths oil once too often
That s what happens to political
nonconformists when thev gel H public
following, bin Ibis act ol suppression
u.i- successful In driving Ihe part)
from the streets into a minor place in
the history books
The Socialist
Workers are a
Communist parts. however
since
Iheir household divinity is Leon
tTotsk)
their relations with the
Communist Party and the Ituskies
have always been ih.it oi open warfare
Thus Ihe FBI had no reason lo Ireak
over
ihem.
but
even
those
consul! i ations belong in ihe past
Today ihe Socialist Workers Part>
has no connection with the labor
movement or am other power base It
has a reputation ol being peopled by
hard working
il
pedantic,
voung
middle class Marxists whose rights
are easier lo delend lhan their

speeches are lo listen to

Their

estimated total membership
measlv 3.000ardent souls

is

a

WHYTHK\ anil men Iriends should
be bedeviled by lederally deputized

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes .ill letters lo the edilui and opinion m luitins
Letters ma) comment on an) othei lettei columnm editorial
Letters should be a maximum oi 300 words typewritten We a • k Dial
columns be no more lhan tour typed pages triple spat pd
The News maintains Ihe right lo edit all submissions lhal exi ee I these
limns with respect to the laws ol libel and propei taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name addn ss and
phone number and may be mailed lo the Kdltoi en The BG Xe W- lOfl
University ! '.ill

There
was.
tor
example
the
campaign lo deprive one Waller
Klliotl. whose wife was a party
member although lie wasn't, ol his
unpaid job as a Boy Seoul master
In November. 1967.' one ol the
memos tells us. Ihe organizer ol the
Newark
Branch of the Socialist
Workers Parly was overheard to tell
Elliott thai he should quit tooling
around with the Scouts and |iun the
Part)
On lhat. at least, the parly and the
FBI agreed because the Bureau began
a search to und out which Boy Scout
troop this Elliott, who seems to have
been a Chevrolet salesman, belonged
to
At length the monster was
Identified as
the Scoutmaster of
Troop :<:w. BSA, at Park Avenue
School, Orange. N J "
NF.XT COMK a (lurry ol memos
discussing how they were going to alert
National Scout Headquarters lo the
dangers threatening Troop 339
It is decided that Boy Scout
officialdom is sufficiently fmky to
permit an agent to make an approach
personally without fear that the Scouts
might peach on the Bureau and tell
Klliotl that his government had chosen
him lor special distinction
Later memos in the series indicate
some unknown scout or officials joined
in this despicable act of patriotism, for
the last document in the series has an
FBI agent writing his boss that. "It is
fell that Elliott's removal from the
scouting program, where he would
have a strong influence in shaping the
minds ol voung boys reflects the
successful application of the disruption
program lor a worthy cause "
Buy | U.S Savings Bond and help get
the
Chevrolet
salesman
out
of
scouting Pollute bodies, not minds,
and watch vour lax dollars at work
Copyright. 1*75. The Washington PostKing Features Syndicate

Ever since I've been at this
University, I have been told ol the
incompetency
ol
the
campus
infirmary
I did not fully believe these rumors
until I developed a need lor the help
of the Infirmar)
mysell
I was
apprehensive about going but since I
was unable to see my own physician
my parenls urged me to go
I must admit thai the time 1 spent In
the wailing room was nol as long as I
had expected, hul this by no inc.ins
made up tor the way in which I was
treated by the physician
I walked into Ins office and was
subjected lo rude treatment and given
an incurred diagnosis I lelt as though
I was invading his privacy and that he
gave me the first diagnosis he could
think ol to gel me the hell out of his
office
THIS MUST have been true, as I
went lo him with a lump on my head
and a skin problem, and came awav
alter a minute long examination, with
his "professional opinion'' that cold
cream would cure my skin and surgery
would cure my tie.nl
I later went to mi family physician
and found out thai (he lump on my he.nl
was mere!) an inflamed lymph node
and my skin condition ■' surelv curable
by ihe use of cold cream
was really
an acute case ol sebhorrea
II seems to me that it ihe University
cares enough about its students to have
a health center, it should certainly
care enough to have a competent and
caring stall Ionian it
I lor one will never go back to Ihe
University Health Center and I'm sure
that il conditions there do nol improve
many other people will lollow suil
.lennv Da)

303 Mai West

solution absurd
Concerning Doug Frazier s duty on
tardiness
The BG News April 9
1975 i
Frankly Frazier. your wit does not
intrigue us. nor do we sense that you ve
any grip on reasoning
Surely you've been late lor a class
and nol really had a worthwhile
excuse True some students do arrive
late, possibly feeling guilty as hell
But. why should they leel guilty'
They've at least considered it better to
arrive late than nol at all
It's also occasionally true that there
is a disturbance when someone arrives
late This disturbance is a trifle in
comparison lowhat you suggest "Professors should bej^iven the authority lo
require
passes
from
late
students
Think ol it-a
late comer
is
challenged by the professor who has
had to stop class to request an
explanation written down on some
magic piece of paper Isn't that a bit
ridiculous''
So then, why make the absurd ia
word you so much like lo use' step
backwards Irom the arena of mature
college students'' ivour words, nol
oursi into that, which many ■ 'is left
behind us of the high school''
Also we are certain, well.
I it an
educated guess, thai Hollis
>re has
better things to do with his
e than
assume the role of vice principal and
chew out students for being lardy, of
all things

Oh my where has the time gone'
It's len ol and we inav be laic live
Marc l.ehm.inn
Mi Rodgers
GaryCharland
5i Rodgers

wheel artwork
Let's all start rolling with Ihe
WHEEL What is if
The WHEEL is an artesan co-op a
cooperative effort put forth by a
community ol Howling Green students
.mil Howling Green residents lo open
an arts and cral is center in town
Getting aw.iv from ihe typical head
shop or Ihe buy your own cral I shop
Ihe WHEEL have people who put much
more indivulu.il attention on you and
adds creativity to make Ihe work more
ol an arl
For a more personal touch the
WHEEL
specializes
in
custom
ordering which enables you lo talk and
work with Ihe artist
WHAT ELSE does the WHEEL have
to ofler' Woodworking refurnishing
weaving, pottery, boutique, clothing
and recycling then plants, slain glass.
leather macrome and silver
All custom made with care and
precision lor you the BGSU student and
the BG IOWA coiiiinunilv
The WHEEL has many talented
people and resources waiting to be put
10 work so let's all start rolling with
the WHEEL at their grand opening
fiiesday April 15
The WHEEL is located in the alley
between Paupers Used Hook Store and
K.i\ \nn Beaut) Shop on Woosler
across Main Street

been very high alter Ihe i oai I,
degraded its skills during an interview
How CAN ,i team perform at its
peak when Ihe coach savs lhat it does
nol have much offensive talenl What
about Montgomerv and t ash '
Even belore Ihe season began Ihe
head coach was subtly building alibies
lor any possible poor showings \i
public appearances he made n cleat
that It was the players who won or lost

games
Hi- said tli.it a coach could not gel
inside a player's bodv and play Ihe
game lor him II seems to me that all
the good coaches get inside a playei mind By doing so they can build
confidence,
refine skills,
develop
potential
and
create
a
winning
altitude II this is done there would be
no need lor alibis
I would like lo close with the
following questions \re Ihe rumors
Irue lliat some area high school
coaches would ralher send their stars
to other universities than to let them
be coached by our current head coach '
Will Bowling Green be losing sonic
good prospects because ol the head
coach" Did the coach decline Indiana s
offer to play Ihe Falcons because he
was .ttraid ol
Ihe psychologic.il
damage a loss would have on the team
or was il because he was alraid of whal
.1 loss would do to his contract
negotiations''
Where has Ihe winning tradition ol
this University disappeared' When
will ihe men in charge hire a coach
who can develop a winning team '
And hnally how long do the people
who hire the coaches expect the alumni
and students lo support teams that lose
due to the quality ol the coach

Joyce Rismiller
6506th Street Apt 12

Brian Ross 11970

tired of alibis
As an alumnus ol Bowling Green
State University. I would like to
present
some
observations
and
questions that other alumni and mysell
share
Under the current head coach Ihe
1971 72 basketball team compiled the
worst record in the school's history
The next year a very talented group ol
sophomores joined the varsity
It took them three years lo seriously
challenge the MAC title What happened to all ol the talenl and potential'
Why wasn't it developed into a
championship team''
Why did Toledo beat or give Bow ling
Green a tremendous game when it did
nol appear lo have the individual talent
the Falcons had''
THE HEAD coach once said lhat the
tans believe that it Ihe learn wins il is
because ol ihe players and it it loses it
is because ol the coach
In the case ol the Bowling Green
basketball team this appears to be
true In various games the coach has
shown that he cannot cope with a new
offense or defense an opponent uses
His reaction time has been slow at
best His game techniques are very
different from those coaches who have
excellent records year after year
Has anyone ever seen him diagram a
play during a game in order to give Ihe
players a better understanding of a
play designed
to penetrate an
opponent s delense"
Why. with 60 seconds left in the
Central Michigan game, didn't he call
a lime out and set up a final play" The
overtime may have been avoided
What kind of a moral did this year's
basketball team have" It couldn't have
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newsnote§

Students talk of blacks' campus role
By Rick Bentman
Staff Reporter

Firecrackers
WASHINGTON iAPl-An adminislraUve law judge said
yesterday that small firecrackers should remain available
to Americans but that the government should ban colored
sparklers and hand held Roman candles
Judge Paul N Pfeiffer also recommended that the
explosive content of firecrackers be reduced and that they
be equipped with better fuses

Israel
JEHl'SALEM iAP'--Israeli Foreign Minister Yigal
Alton will go to Washington next week for talks with
Secretary of State Henry A Kissinger the government
announced today
On Tuesday qualified Israeli sources said the govern
ment was considering making an offer to withdraw from
half the occupied Sinai Desert to promote a second stage
peace pact with Egypt
A senior official said the Kissinger»Allon meeting
indicated
some easing of the tension' that developed
between Washington and Jerusalem after Kissinger s
latest peace shuttle between Egvpt and Israel broke down
March 22

A black student leaves the
fast-paced life of the inner
city to attend classes at a
rural, predominately white
university
The student is likely to
face problems of prejudice
lack of understanding ol
black culture by the while
majoritv
and
lack of
materials dealing with black
culture
What then is Ihe role ol
the
black
student
on

campus*

What has lo happen with
the
black
student
is
obviously either a merger of
the two or he can choose to
relate lo one or the other
she said
Whal results according lii
Tan is thai blacks often
congregate
lo .isserl our
commonness similar
Hies beliefs
bul not to
a l templ
10
display
superiority
She said this
union is used as a survival
mechanism
to
make
existence comfortable
A BLACK student in the
group noted
that
black

THAT WAS th. question
raited yctterda)
al ihe
Value and Evaluation Day
conference concerning Ihe
role of black students on
campus It was attended bv
16 blacks and lour whites
Alice A Tall graduate

ATLANTA. Oa IAPI -The death sentence of a 23-year
old black college student from Dayton. Ohio convicted in
the slaying of the wife of Martin Luther King Sr last June
was upheld yesterday by the Georgia Supreme Court
Marcus Wayne Oienault was convicted last September
of murder in the death of King, mother of slain civil rights
leader Martin Luther King Jr. and a deacon during
services at the Ebeneier Baptist Church in Atlanta
He was sentenced to death on both counts, each upheld
by the court
His attorney. Handy Bacote of Atlanta, implied the
ruling would be appealed

students at the University
should be examined
Tan said two cultures
exisl on campus
one ih.it
has
been
perceived as
illegitimate i blacks
and
one lhal has been defined as
legitimate and dominant
whiles i

By Rose Hume
Slaff Reporter
Aboiii
Ihe
only
thing
University personnel seem
lo agree upon regarding
grade inflation is i tt.it It
exists
Two
Value
and
Evaluation pav workshops
yesterday drew about 30
pei sons each i»> discuss ihe

MOSCOW I API -Soviet officials have assured the U S
National Aeronautics and Space Administration iNASAi
that the failure of a manned Soyuz space flight last
weekend will not affect the joint U S Soviet mission
planned for July
A member of a NASA delegation visiting the Soviet
I'mon in connection with the joint mission said Sonet
officials told his group categorically that the failure of
the flight has no impact on their plans or their confidence''
lor Julv s Apollo Soyuz linkup

Welfare
WASHINGTON i API Only 10 states met their goal in a
federal crackdown on welfare errors last year, but state
and federal taxpayers still saved 16'J million through the
program, officials say
Taxpayers could save another J200 million during the
first half of this year if savings continue as in 1974 the
Department of Health Education and Welfare said
Tuesday

Shortcomings ol Ohio Hoard ol Regents lOBRl lundm*
models were discussed yesterday at .1 workshop on the
effects oi the monei squeeze on Ihe 1 ntversit) and i*un .is
part oi the Value .mil Evaluation Daj I'onfi rence
The workshop attended b> about -<> administrators
faculty members and students considered how the monej
squeeze affects L'ntversit> values and how financial
restrictions placed «>n the I'mversit) t>\ OHH affect the
University academic program
Resource person IT David >i Elsass deanol the College
oi Kiiiu.iiion criticized the OBH funding models because
past lu ml inn allocations arc used as ,1 basis for present .011I
tuture lumlinn from OHK
■THIS BASICALLY ignores the rights ol the Institution to
readjust anil reallocate Kls.iss said
He added that OBK tends to perpetuate past resource
patterns concerning future allocations
Or William K Hock pTOfeSSOT i)l hlstOT) Said OBK
funding models arc unfair to depai Iments with a pas) 1 word
ot financial thrill
He said departments that
cut corners years ago .ire
having problems recouping departmental excellence as .1
result ot lack of Hinds
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pointed out that professors
have nil use for grades He
said the I'niversity should
be concerned with how the
outside
world
views
students
Provost Kenneth W Hothe
later said some graduate
and professional schools are
liK'using
their admission
decisions on national tests
with iiiinimii.il emphasis on
grades
He
added
that
Americans could think like
the British
"They never
made the assumption that a
teacher was an examiner "
SEVERAL
faculty
members said they thought
student evaluations could
pressure faculty into giving
higher grades Most agreed
that distributing evaluations
alter returning a pinir test
had a negative effect on the
evaluation
They also added that since
raises
hinge on
their
receiving an above average
evaluation,
they
feel
pressured into creating the
best circumstances for an
evaluation
But whatever solution the
I'niversity would propose
would be difficult to enact
agreed
the
participants
They said it would be
impossible to get 700 faculty
members lo agree on a
method to combat grade

inflation
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THIS IS BROTHERHOOD...
- A FRATERNITY IN THE TOP 8 BOTH ATHLETICALLY AND ACADEMICALLY.
- A NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
\
*
*
*

- A NEW PLEDGING PROGRAM
- A $2000 SOCIAL BUDGET EACH QUARTER
- CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS
- 50 MEN COMBINING EFFORTS TO REACH COMMON GOALS

SIGMA NU IS THIS AND MUCH MORE...
ACTIVITIES OF OUR SCHOOL YEAR:
FALL

WINTER

HAYRIDE
ROLLER SKATING PARTY
CHRISTMAS PARTY and
CAROLING
ALUMNI FOOTBALL GAME
HOMECOMING SCULPTURE
PARTY IN THE PARK
TRIP TO THE BENGALS BROWNS GAME
MOVIE PARTY

T0BAGANNING PARTY
SCAVENGER HUNT
SPONSOR ALL-GREEK TEA
CAMPUS STEREO RAFFLE
POOL TOURNAMENT
DAD'S WEEKEND
CHARITY FOLK CONCERT
SPONSOR BEERCHUGGING CONTEST

SPRING
WHITE ROSE FORMAL
INDY 500
PICNICS
CAMPING TRIP
SUNDECK PARTY
FLORIDA PARTY
MOTHER'S DAY

NOW ONLY

'DRUG STORES)

AtMrr-i

College
Testing
i ACTi
scores
for
entering
freshmen have hcen fairly
constant
since
1965
participants
in
the
discussion noted that the
national
average
has
dropped 10 per cent during
the past 10 yean
Most of the afternoon
discussion dealt with what a
grade
is
supposed
to
measure and how grades are
viewed
by
outsiders
Or
Peggy
Hurst.
professor of chemistry, said
although some courses may
be able to take into con
liberation
varying
back
grounds and abilities, vocationally oriented couraei
must require students to
reach a certain level of
perfection so they may
become
cotnpe tent
professionals
The temptation to give
higher grades to retain
enrollment could be fl tat lor
in grade inflation, pointed
out a faculty member He
said that departments where
enrollments are (ailing may
try to retain students by
giving higher grades
Jobs and money at this
University depend on how
many student hours you can
generate
he said
Dr
lieorge (i
Seilert.
associate
professor
ot
foundations
and
inquiry

PLUS OUR OFF-CAMPUS PARTIES, BROTHERHOOD PARTIES. LIU SIS PARTIES,
SORORITY TEAS and WARM UPS, AND ALL INTRAMURAL SPORTS EACH QUARTER.

Aneicilmg new
Fragrance

5». Keepsake
P ,,., -< ' .: :i,n 20 pt K«4
ianJ44n P*

WET ONES

When give and take doesn I
come, something has got to
give." he said
James
E
Williamson,
senior
i A&S i.
said
professors often do not know
enough about black culture,
and as a result
blacks
sometimes receive lower
grades on papers containing
aspects of black culture
This is also a problem
because much of American
culture thought to have
originated
from whites
actually originated from
blacks and this is not
brought out in classes he
added

HE NOTED thai students
with
self respect
will
question some ideas of
professors
bul
these
challenges are often looked
upon as a threat
Wilson warned lhal when
a black person does reach a
degree of self actualization
and acts to reflect his or her
lifestyle, others have to be
willing to accept it for
example
by allowing
variances from a syllabus

THE
OUTLINE
also
indicated thai the average
among eight other state
schools was 2 75 last year
Although
the
outline
indicated
that
American

RESOURCE PERSON Dr Glenn 1
Van Wonner.
assistant vice president for Institutional planning, said OBR
allocations are based on lull-time equivalent student hours
1FTE1 in 16 course classifications
Fifteen credit hours taken at the University equal one
PTE
OBH standards for departnienl.il Staffing and allocation
are decided on the basis ot KTK hours per (acuity memher
Hock said there is a value problem placed on the faeull>
by OBH because the OHH standard tor departmental
staffing has no regard for the level at which the hours occur
He said this is detrimental to departments with graduate
programs because more faculty members are needed to
teach fewer KTK hours Ofl the graduate level than are
needed to teach more KTK hours in undergraduate core
course lectures
He added that this is not provided tor in OBH standards
loi department staffing

*
*
*

4 a 02.

Moist Toweietles
Mf|. List $1.19

want to write about books by
black authors bul are forced
to follow a syllabus of white
authors

18 « per cent during the past
nine years, according to the
outline The average was
2 38 in 1964-65 and rose to
1 83 in 1973-74

Hock added that the Advisory Committee on I'niversity
Kducational Budget tends to emphasize programs that get
more OBH funding OHK also tends to finance departments
such as Knglish. philosophy ami speech more than history.
economics, sociology and mathematics, he said
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rise in grade levels al Ihe
University
Dr
timothy
Ross,
associate
professor
ol
quantitative analysis and
control
distributed
an
outline about grade inflation
on both Ihe national and
University
levels
to
workshop participants
The grade point average
at the University has risen

Ponel reviews Regents funding
Hy Rob Arkwrtghl

Space travel

that applies to one's own
life
Wilson said white students
already
have
sell
recognition and self-respect
when entering college He
said selt-actualization for
whites is a challenge, but for
blacks it is an era. a striving
for a lifestyle
He said
blacks face
problems with self -recognition even in the library
where he said there is a lack
of books about their culture
Wilson said blacks are
often limited in obtaining
sell respect in classrooms
He said black students olten

University eyes grade inflation

student, said the role ol all

King slaying

fraternities were started to
help blacks establish a more
positi\e
attitude
about
themselves
Madeline White
senior
(Ed I. said that since there
were few black activities on
campus or downtown, the
fraternities also help to
Initiate activities tor black
students
Chairman
Omega
R
Wilson graduate student
said students
must go
through three steps when
entering
college self-re
cognition self respect and
•elf-actualization which he
defined as doing something

IS THIS WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR?

*
*
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Sigma Nu Open House
APR. 10 THURS. 7:00 • 9:00
APR. 11

FRI. 3:00 • 5.00

APR. 14 M0N. 7:00 • 9:00
I — — — . CUP AND SAVE ■ .■ — —i
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Animal trapping bill reaches
natural resource committee level

125"

express yourself - write a letter to the editor
<

TOIL FREE 9 AM-10 P.M.
1 800 438 3710

By Clidy Smerctu
sufI Reporter

REG.

An attempt by the Ohio
Committee
(or
Humane
Trapping to ban the use of
the animal leg hold trap in
Ohio has gotten as far as the
Ohio General Assembly's
Agriculture
and
Natural
Resource Committee
But. according to Darlene
Petkwilz. member of the
committee trying to ban the
use of the trap, that may be
as far as the proposed bill
will go
Petkwitz
attended
a
hearing
in Columbus
Tuesday for proponents of
the bill. She said about 350
persons
attended
the
hearing, but the natural
resource committee "made
their stand pretty clear
They're not in favor of the
bill '
House Bill 179. introduced
to
the Ohio General
Assembly in January by
Michael P, Stinziano. <l>
Columbus), would ban the
use of the leg hold trap m the
state
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THE ONLY exception,
according
to
Petkwitz.
would be in the case of a
farmer using and closely
monitoring a trap in or

PH 352-7571
B.6.

lOOMS.rAAiN

#

1 in the

beer capital
of the world.
For years we've been telling you that in Milwaukee,
beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue Ribbon
is the overwhelming favorite.

under a building on his own
private property
Petkwitz said her group's
opposition to the leg hold
trap
stems
from
the
"extensive
amount
of
suffering involved'' when
animals are caught in the
trap
"We realize that you
cannot
do twi)
with
trapping." she explained
There is a need to manage
wildlife
We're
saying
anmidls can be caught in
ways that are less cruel "
Three types
of
traps
presentU arc used in fur
bearing animal trapping
They are the leg hold trap"by far the most common in
Ohio.
according
to
I'etkwil7 the box type live
trap,
which
captures
animals in a cage or box.
and
the quick-kill trap
which breaks an animal's
Dock .is soon as it enters the
trap
By law. trappers are
required to check their traps

every 30 hours Petkwitz
said animals can survive
that long with the trap
tearing into their skin and
flesh
Petkwitz said non-target
animals, such as dogs and
cats, also are often caught in
leg hold traps

BEFORE

TUESDAY'S

hearing.
Petkwitz
said
Morale was getting pretty
high around
here
ithe
Toledo area i
Within the
past lew weeks, we've had a
lot
ol
radio and
TV
(overage We were really
getting our hopes up "
But
Petkwitz
said
it
appeared as it the natural
resource
committee
members
minds were
already made up
The bill could be killed in
committee il probahlv will
be But I think it's only a
matter of time." she said
The
momentum
has
started Leg hold traps are
already
illegal
in
14

countries
and
several
states "
Petkwitz
said
most
opponents of the bill are
from southern Ohio where
trapping is more prevalent
and
economically
important
They don't see anything
wrong with it because it's
something they've grown up
with." she said ' A lot of
them don't feel the animals
are suffering that much
Economics
is
an
important
consideration
too. noted Petkwitz The
leghold trap is the cheapest
trap to purchase and the
most effective in capturing
animals
She said she also suspects
that trappers are afraid that
if
this bill passes, all
trapping
hunting
and
fishing will be outlawed
On
Tuesday,
another
hearing will be held in
Columbus for opponents ot
the measure to voice their
opinions

Students to perform
Preview by
(.ail Barns
Theater-goers whose tastes
run to the more traditional
type of plays might do well
lo
bypass
Theatre
I'nbound's
production of
"Brecht." to be presented
free of charge at 8 p m
April 17 18 and 19 in the
Forum. Student Services
Bldg
According to Edward T
Sayles. graduate student and
director of "Brecht
:s ,i
collection of poems, songs
and scenes from plays bv
Bertoll Brecht
The production explains
things about the author and
his views of the world, said
Sayles Brecht was a nonc onformist
tier man

playwright who. through his
tremendous sense of humor,
expressed
his
feelings
against Nazism, oppression
and bigotry

THEATRE

Brecht'
narration and the production
is actively executed There's
lots of singing, dancing and
impersonations It's a veryenergetic type of show." he
explained

I'NBOl'ND

was created about six years
ago to provide facilities and
finances for people who
want to direct their own
shows
"It was really the only
place I could go with my
idea. Sayles said ' By the
way. I got the idea of
Brecht" while eating an
ice cream cone -when I
choked on a pistachio "
The show s director said
the
program
was very
similar
in
style
to
"Godspell "
'There
is
verv
little

THE CiROl'P INVOLVED
in putting on the production
should not be referred to as
a cast but as an ensemble
Sayles said. There are no
stars, no pi mi.i donnas in
this show, he added
The highly experienced
group of students involved in
Brecht"
includes
Bob
Feltner. junior i A&Si. Steve
Hilgeman
sophomore
(Ed I. Tom Koster. senior
iFirelandsi Margie Listen
sophomore
IA&SI.
and
Nancy
Mcl'ann.
senior
i Ed >

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS.
and University Court Apts.
Clough and Mercer Streets

NOW SHOWING
APTS. FOR FALL LEASING
To See Apts. Call

352-0164
or come to office
Apt. 9A - 235 Mercer
(Last building South on Mercer St.)
OFFICE HOURS: 7-9 P.M. Monday
2-5 P.M. Wed. & Thurs.
STUDY AND TRAVEL IN EUROPE
1973
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1975 1974
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53% 48% 42%
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1975
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10%
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BGSU's Academic Year Abroad
IN

SALZBURG, AUSTRIA 1979-76

• It is not necessary to be a German major or minor or to
be presently enrolled as a student in order to participate.
(Basic German is required: 3 qtrs. college or 3 yrs. high
school or equivalent).
• Program costs are comparable to on-campus costs.

More beer is brewed in Milwaukee than any other
city in the world. So lo be the »1 selling beer in
Milwaukee means you've got to be brewing the
best beer money can buy
And Pabst must be doing just that Look at
the charts Blue Ribbon accounts for more
than half the beer sold in Milwaukee It outsells the next brand nearly five to one

That's why we feel we've earned the right to
challenge any beer So here's the Pabst challenge
Taste and compare the flavor of Blue Ribbon
with the beer you're drinking and learn
what Pabst quality in beer is all about
But don't take our word for it. Taste our
word for it

• Personal academic program requirements can
fulfilled in Salzburg with no loss of time.

• The most advantageous time to see Europe is while still
a student!
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND AN
APPLICATION CONTACT THE

PABST Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
PABST BftCMNNG CUMPANV IM.a«kM MM. »'**)' J «n"i. HI

N»a»ih Nj

loi A#»9«ltt C*'»

'JDII

Gto'O'a

be

Dept. of German & Russian
139 Shatzel
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local briefs
Charity drive
The Phi Mu sorority is now holding its annual Project
Hope charity drive to raise money for various medical
programs
Project Hope is based around the S S Hope hospital
ship, which carried medical personnel and supplies to
underdeveloped countries
Today. Hope has expanded to include land-based, sellhelp medical programs throughout the United States and
the world
To help continue these programs, the Phi Mus are
sponsoring a tea from 2-6 p m . Saturday at Dixie Electric
Co . 25481 Dixie Highway A tl admission charge will go
towards Project Hope
Donations also are being accepted at the Phi Mu house
(or Project Hope

Women from the 2nd
Hoot

Chapman

Hall

galavanl around in a
gam* of Spud on the
lawn
between
Hanhmon
Kreischer

and
Quads.

|New»photo%

by

Ed

Suba)

Dance show
A Theatre Inbound dance show will be presented at 8
p m tomorrow and Saturday in the Grand Ballroom.
I'mon
The program, called. "Women and Other Dances." is
directed by Melame Stinson junior IA&SI. and offers a
variety of features including duets, a western cowboy
dance and a longer
more theatrical presentation.
"Women "
Stinson. who is directing the show as part of an
experimental studies project, said the performers include
not only dance majors, but non-majors who are just
interested in dance
The show is free and open to the public

Latin union promotes activities

Ford

By Renee Muriwiki

President Gerald It Ford signed Proclamation No 4360
which changed the Military Selective Service Act
Registration during the 60-day period beginning 30 days
prior to a man's 18th birthday is no longer necessary
Ohio Selective Service Director Paul A Corey said that
proclamation does not terminate the legal requirement for
all 18-year-old men to register with the Selective Service
System The proclamation merely changes the procedures
by which the registration will be accomplished
For more information, call the area Selective Service
off ice at 1419 > 259-6340

"Most of this campus is
ignorant of what were about
or doesn't even know we
exist." said Gil Gonzalez,
vice chairman of the I .aim
Sludent Union (La Union ilc
F.studiantes
Latino),
yesterday
Gonzalez said the organ)
zalion. (nunded in 1972. is
struggling
to
acquaint
■tudenti with whal it does
■nd gain broader parti
dpation in its programs
Wc have ■ lot to oiler the
Anglo community thai could

Firelands
The
Firelands campus is offering six
weekly
management seminars this spring for supervisors,
managers and foremen in Ottawa. Sandusky. Erie. Huron
and Lorain counties
The seminars, sponsored by the Management Center,
are designed for persons interested in updating their
management skills No prerequisites are required Fee for
the six sessions is $50
Topics to be discussed include communications, human
relations, cost reduction, prevention of accidents,
becoming an effective leader and the supervisor's training
responsibility
The seminars will meet from 6 30-8 30 pm on
Wednesdays beginning April 16 at the Firelands campus
Interested persons may contact Dr James McBnde of
Firelands. at 433-5560 for information and registration

Police report
The owners of two cars illegally parked at Sam B's Sub
Shop. 107 State St . were arrested Tuesday by city police
Dave Sutton of Dayton and Jeffrey L Moody, junior
H \
were charged with auto trespassing Sutton will
appear in municipal court April 28. and Moody's court
appearance has been set for Monday
John I. Scully Jr of 402 High St was arrested Tuesday
afternoon for disorderly conduct while intoxicated He was
trying to enter his home at the time of the arrest

Indy tickets
Mail order licket forms for the Indianapolis 500 motor
race. April 25th. can be obtained in the I'nion Activities
Organization office. I'nion
General admission tickets are *5 and reserve seat prices
range from $10-20

Sig Eps to attempt
card playing stint
By Cynthia Bloom
Four members of Sigma Phi F.psilon fraternily arc out to
set the world record for pinochle playing, earning money for
the Heart Fund in the process
The card-playing stint is plannM to last 50 hours, from
9 30 tonight-11 30 pm Saturday Local merchants have
pledged 25 or 50 cent donations for each hour of card
playing The total is expected to exceed $3511
Mike A Russo. senior IB.A.I. John A Hoge. junior
(B.A i. Douglas W Hoch. junior iB.A '. and Richard A
Nardecchia. junior cBA I, have consulted the QuiMM
Records experts in London. F.nglaml The foursome said
they will be setting the record for card-playing because a
previous record is unestablished
According to Russo. pinochle was chosen because it is
their favorite game. Russo said they have been playing the
game together for some time and their "grades show it "

Not
all
Hispanic

students
ot
origin
ate

members because Gomalei

stand
our
culture."
Goraalei said
A LATINO Rock FleiM II
8 p in Friday in Ihc White
Dogwood Sttlte. Union, is
one of DM events sponsored

said. "They are often as
uninformed about us as the
Anglo community
GONZALEZ
said
he
lil.ones the lack ot parti
dpation on stereotypical

•••ai

thinking by the student body
"As soon as our name is
mentioned we are identified
with
either
the grape
boycott or as a minority
group that's constantly
protesting something." he
explained
Gonzalez added that there
is also some confusion with
the name of the organization He Cited an example
ot a person who called the
Office asking lor help in
defining a Latin word
"By
Latin.* we mean
anyone
ol
Hispanic
descent," he said " This
includes Spanish. Mexican
Puerto Rican.
but
not
Latin
in the sense ol

Roman
INADEQUATE
office
space and money are other
problems the group must
contend with
Gonzalez said he has
requested a larger headquarters for the organization, but has received no
reply
The Latin Student Union
presently is appealing their
1975 76 fee allocation which
was cut in hall Irom last
year
Gonzalez said he hopes to
promote better awareness
ol the group's functions
"We have a feeling of pride
in our national origins and
we want to maintain it

!•••••<
CLA-ZEL INFLATION FIGHTING
PRICES! ALL PERFORMANCES!

CLA-ZEL

129 N. MAIN, B.G.

353-1361

NOW PLAYING
7:15-9:15

AND CLEARANCE
From Our Regular Stock

JEWELRY
NOW

50%

OFF

JUNIOR SIZES 5 to 13

SPORTSWEAR
Includes: Tops, blouses, skirts,
slacks and jackets.

express
yourself-

Also a large selection of famous
maker co ordinates

* lu«Wss K<cps*e dumonj
MM tna teautifui io'e«f

Colloquium

NOW AT

Dr Paul A Obnst will present a colloquium entitled A
Psychobiological Perspective on the Cardiovascular
System at 4 p m today in 112 Life-Sciences Bldg
Dr Obnst is a professor in the department of psychiatry
at the University of North Carolina Medical School
The lecture is free and open to the public

M

write
a letter
to the
editor

•

lOSEPH E. LEVINE pnaenn

t

GEORGE C. SCOTT i„

I

a MIKE NICHOLS film
THE DAYT% DOLPHIN

!

prarara

Klevers
Jewelers
125 N. Main St.
Ph. 353-6691

Bowling Green Senior High School
presents
One of America's Best-Loved Musicals

YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN
Friday, April 11, and Saturday, April 12 - 8:00 P.M.
$1.75 Adults - $1.00 Students
SPECIAL STUDENT MATINEE
SATURDAY, APRIL 12 • 2:00 P.M.

JLflQ
Senior High Gym • West Poe Road

SUMMER RENTAL - BEER - REBATES
707 6th St. (The Beta House) • Air Conditioned
Furnished, two bedrooms, four persons
$50 each per month (150 per summer)

REBATE:

to campus

make them bettei under

THE FOUR PLAYERS plan to cut cards to set up
partners and they will switch partners after every game
Ten-minute breaks will occur between the games and
witnesses will verify the proceedings
Russo explained that music and the proddings of friends
will be used to keep them awake Only light food, fruits,
salads and juices, will be eaten because it is less likely to
make them tired Because the games are for the benefit of
the Heart Fund no smoking will be allowed. Russo said
Anyone wishing to pledge donations for the project are
asked to contact the Sigma Phi Epsilon house before 9:30
tonight

Congratulations
Lynn Dugas junior
H A
and assistant managing
editor of the News, was elected student liaison for Region
2 at the regional convention of Women in Communications.
Inc in Columbus
The convention, held last weekend, included a day and a
half of workshops for both student and professional
chapters
Dugas will help aid communications among student
chapters and between student and professional chapters
Region 2 includes Michigan. Indiana. Ohio and
Kentucky

by the Latin Student Union
The 100-iiiember organi
zalion also presents two
Mexican films-m Spanisheach quarter, and has a
weekly
radio
program
lealuring Latin rock music
ironi n to ii a m every
Sunday on WFAL radio
Aside from the social
[unctions, Gonxalet said the
purpose ot the group is to
provide
a
positive.
welcoming atmosphere lor
the Latin students who come

1 CASE OF KER WHEM YOU SKH UP
1 USE OF KER 1st of JUNE. JULY. AUGUST

You must be 18 to be eligible.
CALL DELBERT 352-7671 or NORM 1-246-4413

1/3

JUNIOR DRESSES
»VE20%TO50%
Street lengths. Longs and Pant Suits
105 S. Main - Downtown BQ - Neit to Uhlmans

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Student Government Association board and committee applications are now available. Any full time undergraduate student in good
standing may apply. Applicants should be prepared to attend Student
Government Association meetings as well as their board or committee meetings. Positions are available on the following SGA boards
and University committees:
Academic Affairs
Publications
Orientation
Elections and Opinion
Spirits and Tradition
Charities

Organizations
Honors and Awards
Honorary Degrees
Experimental Studies
Health Services
Cultural Events

L'brary
Athletics
Religious Activities
Publications
Ice'TTrena
Campus Af'a.rs

Applications may be picked up at 405 Student Services from
today until April 21. They must be returned by 5:00 p.m. Monday, April 21. Applicants may sign up at that time for their interviews. For more information Call 372-0112.
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Social change

University role discussed
By Patricia L. Sl.»
Make-up Editor
Discussion
yesterday
morning on "The University
M an Agent of Social
Change'' centered on the
role of the faculty in the University and the University's
relationship with the community
After a period of small
group discussion, members
of the seminar summarized
their ideas
Representing one group.
Conrad P.
Pritscher.
assistant professor of
foundations and inquiry,
said that a professor should
be a role-model to students,
and should express his own

values. But he should be an
integrated personality so
that he is not a disrupting
factor to his students.
Pritscher added.
John D Piper, associate
professor of health and
physical education, said that
"a teacher should be a facilitator - one who invests
concern to remove fear of
failure in a student "
"Our mutual task is
education.'' he said, "not
training within a narrow discipline " Piper added that
students face difficulties in
value clarification and
communication because of
the splintering effect oi
strict discipline and competition
"Anv
inlerdis-

ABORTION
$

STARTING RATE 125.00
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

24 HOUR SERVICE

ciplinary thrust encourages
the sense of community we
need." he said
"THE UNIVERSITY and
its strict
disciplinary
approaches produce schizophrenia in a student.''
according to Michael A.
Coffman. graduate assistant He said students find
they cannot communicate
their needs and desires, but
thai they need the ability to
understand others
Faculty should not create
the false impression that
education is painless, said
John R Schuck. professor of
psychology
"When you
confront students at college
with values different from
their own. there is bound to
be some schizophrenia."
"To acquire skill, students
will encounter frustration
and despair." he said, but
persistence will bring
rewards
He added that the University fails to recognize long
term goals, but stresses
immediate classroom experience
Competition faculty
members face with promotions, pay scales and
tenure is sensed by the
students who feel a lack of a
sense of community, he
added
THOMAS

D.

KLEIN,

assistant professor
of
English, proposed moving
some of the University's resources into the community
if they are not being used.
He asked "How can the
talent and expertise concentrated at the University be
brought
into
the
community?"
Klein also suggested that
grants be set up for the
faculty so that they could be
paid while participating in
the community with the aid
of public agencies
In discussing what type of
individual the University
should attempt to develop.
Beatrice K Morton, assistant professor of English,
mentioned the 1969 White
Paper, a commission
established to define the
mission of the University
She said that the statement
presented then was that the
University's top priority
should be the development
of human values and creativity The statement was
never accepted as policy,
she added
Richard C. Giardina.
associate professor of
political science and chairman of the seminar, said
"We must figure out how to
operationalize ideals to implementation
to develop
curricular models" would
transform abstract ideals
into working programs

SIGN UP WHERE YOU WORK OR BANK
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Members of a
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by Garry Trudeau
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WFAL flies BGSU
higher this spring
with FREE KITES
starting Monday...
Details on
TheRockin'680!
Wondering what to do this weekend?

Cardinal Room
(UNION)

Dance & Drink
to the music of

I
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CAMPUSCALENDAR
Thursday. April 10.1975
Hi; KoSutemi Dojo practice session Rm 201 Hayes Hall
this Sun. 6-8 pm Open to all.

••••••••••••••••
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T-SHIRTS
NOW ON SALE!

UNIVERSAL SOUND SYSTEMS

LOST Wine colored quilt
purse Contains contacts.
Reward Call Sue 352-7319
nights
HELP WANTED
115 COURT ST.

FRI. & SAT. 8-12 P.M.

LASALLE'S
Annex Sale
2 DAYS ONLY

SAVE 25% to 60% and MORE ON
Draperies, Bedspreads, Sheets, Mattress
Pads, Blankets, Pillows, Towels, China,
Glassware and Silverware.

SALE STARTS 9 A.M. FRIDAY, APRIL 11th

jL

Attention graphic and commercial artists: WFAL-the
campus radio station-wants
to use your talents for
promotion and advertising
If you're interested, sec
John Fisher in 413 South
Hall.
Former BGSU student
11963-19681 desires to
relocate to Bowling Green
area to complete studies
Full time employment only
Background primarily in
Public Relations, but willing
to dig ditches Resume and
references write:
"Hillhaven". P.O. Bex 62 llonevville. Utah 84314
Openings for 6 mature
people to work parttime. Ph.
352-5689 for interview.
The sports department of
WFAL-the campus radio
station-has
immediate
openings for reporting,
writing and management
personnel spring quarter
and for next year. If you'd
like practical experience in
commercial sports broadcasting, see Jeff or John in
413 South Hall
Grand Rapids Swimming
Pool now taking applications
for WSI Instructors and
Guards for summer. Send

Golf elubs - (100 11 clubs
putter, bag Call 352-0225
after 6 p.m.

1 male rmmt
sublease
house, utilities paid, near
campus WO mo 372-5354

Opal ring with 6 diamonds
Size 5' 2 Reasonable price
372-3926.

resume to Bessie Tracy.
18136 Robinson Road.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402.

F. roommate needed
$40 mo 352-7112.
Need if> roommates for
next year Call 352-5527 lor
Mary.

1969 Austin Healy Sprite dark blue, black top &
interior - good condition
$1000 Ph 352-4933

SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALS

INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe. Africa,
Middle East. Far East at
minimum cost, maximum
flexibility and minimum
hassle0 For information call
EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
toll-free 1800) 223-5569

Congratulations Russo. on
being elected Outstanding
Sig Ep Senior of the
District' The Alpha Chi's

Over 125 companies now
hiring college grads Send
$2 (Hi and stamped return
envelope to JOB MARKET
Box 381382. Little River.
Miami. Fla 33138

HOPE is coming!

Society for Creative Anachronism will meet in front of the
Union from 7-9 p m Bring your recorders We study the
peaceful arts today.

jf Come on down
* for a rip-roar in'
J gooey time!

good condition. $100 00 Call
352-6772 after 5:30pm

8 x 44 mobile home w tipout
Exec cond. 81200 352-4972

Christian Science Organization testimony meeting Prout
Chapel 6; IS p.m. All are invited.

LOST: 1 pr gold wire-rimmed glasses If found, call
Mike 2-4944.

fall Call 352-7960 or stop in
No.312 480 Lehman, after 4
pm
Roommate needed now'
House at 300 S Prospect
87.50 mo Own room Call
353-2873 and ask for Ear

BGSU Karate Club - Gojukai meet in Aud . St Thomas
Moore Parish. 5:30-7:30 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND

ntvrtton

Decisions'" Need to talk''
Kmoiittn.il and Material
Pregnancy Aid. 352-6236
Planning a Spring Wedding"
Wedding Photography by
David McNeill 353-3792.
Need expert typing'' Reasonable rates 352-7305
Employment!
U.S.!
Foreign! All fields, government, education, sales,
social,
construction,
oil
fields, permanent, parttime.
summer, resorts, parks,
ships, directory, application,
resume,
instructions,
complete kit $3.00 postpaid.
National
Information
Service. 422 Washington
Building Washington. DC.
20005
.
WANTED
One female roommate
needed, call after 5 pm 3525624
Want male roommates for

Little Carol. Congratulations on going active. I'm
so proud of vou Love. Big
Cathi
Geologists agree the best
rock is found on WMHE.
stereo 92-5
The Brothers of Kappa
Sigma want to show you
what Kappa Sigma is all
about You owe it to yourself
to find out. Stop by tonight.
7-9.
Alpha Sigma Phi open Rush
Party tonight. From M
Alpha Sigma Phi House
FOR SALE
HAGSTROM Electric
Guitar - blk on white 35276»7
2 Panasonic 8 ohms
speakers ■ $75.352-7697
71 Toyota Corona deluxe,
a c. autom trans, up to 27
mpg Excel cond 352-4218
1971 Renault R-10 Good
condition 35 mpg. Good
radials $750.00352-0452
Kalimar SLR camera. Kako
electronic flash. 300 mm
tele, lens w case and Panasonic Quadraplex receiver.
Ph 352-8243
1«4 Mercury Comet. 2 dr

FOR RENT
June 15-Sept 15 furnished
efficiency Call Nancv 3526029
1 bedroom apartment
$150 mo Pinehurst Apartments
Brand new
220
Napoleon Rd 352-1460.
6 bdrm house available
summer at 317 N Summit
1-878-3206
3 bdrm apt house summer
and fall 1-878-3206
Rooms near campus Fall
and summer rentals 3527365.
2 bedroom apartments near
Towers Fall rates for 4 students Summer rates for 2.3.
or 4 students 352-7365
3 bedroom house for rent summer Close to campus
353-3933.
House on 8th St avail
summer for 3 persons
$50 mo person Call 3524166
Apartment for quick rent
Call 2-3915
1 and 2 bedroom apts close
to campus For more information. call 352-1176
APARTMENTS - 2 bedrooms, furnished 352-4671.
House for rent for fall 2
blocks from campus. Call 1592-2426
Sublet apt. 1 bedrm furn
air. $150 mo util. except
elec 372-4506
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Dorms receive
new chairs
during break

Whether the residents of Harshnun and Kreischer quads
like it or not. the student lounge chairs that were placed in
each of the rooms during spring break are there to stay.
according to the Office of Residence Programs.
The chairs were requested two years ago. when the
students then living in the dorms signed a petition asking
for them Harshman and Kreischer quads were the last of
the residence halls to receive them The other residence
halls acquired their student lounge chairs through three
previous renovation programs
DAVID NEUMAN. assistant to the University architect,
offered another reason for the new lounge chairs
"Apparently." he said, "students were taking chairs from
the lounges and putting them in their rooms The new
student lounge chairs were ordered so that the students
would not continue this "
Each of the nearly 1.400 chairs that were ordered last
January through the architect's office cost about S67 One
chair was placed in each room in the two residence halls
NEITHER THE architect's office or residence programs
have received much feedback from the students about the
chairs, although Neuman said five-ten chairs were left in
the hallways They were picked up and put into storage

Group confers on sex bias
By Vlckl Johason
The impact of Title IX
on the Education Amendment on women's sports
and the need for adequate
facilities for women
athletes were debated by
seven panelists yesterday
in the workshop. "Sex
Bias in Women's Sports
as part of Value and
Evaluation Day
Title IX says that women cannot be discriminated against within an
educational institute
"Through Title IX. I
am seeing changes." said
said Jean Campbell,
assistant professor of

SGA appointments questioned
• from peg* on*
"SGA is not set up to deal
with diverse issues." he
said
Mehlmg said he contends
that SGA should be replaced
with a governmental group
of interested students
"STUDENTS want some
type of government, but
they're not satisfied with
what it is now." he said
He added that SGA must
be responsive to five groups.

including independents
women.
minorities,
freshmen and off-campus
students
"I feel it is essential that
we discard this lie that SGA
is representative of the
student body." Mehlmg
concluded
In
Hathaway's
presentation, he said he did
not believe the problem of
student government was
unique to the University In
his travels around the state

to various universities
Hathaway said, an 11 per
cent turnout in voting, ithe
turnout for the last SGA
election*, is considered good
in comparison to other
universities
He said his concern
centers around whether the
student government is a
paragovernment or is
responsible for presenting
services to the students
At the end of the
workshop. Hathaway said he

is in favor of any type of
structure of institution
which would increase
student involvement in
government, but he added a
warning
"Don't get rid of the
structure you have until you
have a viable working
solution to that system." he
said
He said he does not take
the union idea as a personal
grudge against himself

physical education and
recreation and women's
swim team coach, adding
that there is still bias in
the use of facilities Bias
can work to a woman's
advantage, said Campbell
SHE SAID the University s grant-maid program was not equally
used for women athletes
- which can be an advantage to women s
sports She explained that
the grant-in-aid programs should be
abolished completely because students should be
first. scholars and
MCond, competitors
Kquality will put women's sports in the same
rut as men's sports, said
I)r Joseph E Kivlin. sociology department chairman I am an advocate
to do whatever I can do to
eliminate sex bias." he
added
Being a woman and
being an athlete are contradictory roles to most
people, said Or Kldon E
Snyder. professor of sociology Because of laws
and some changing attitudes, these things are
changing fast." he said
"They I women I have to

SPECIAL

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Selected Knit Shirts
Short & Long Sleeve

wishes to congratulate their New Actives:
Loretta Born
Lori Beck
Jill Brown
Sue Clapper
Cindy Cline
Laura Dunbar
Sandy Dunker
Shannon Farrel
Beth Gawthrop
Ellyn Gillespie
Lori Hegedus
Becky Heilman

Reg. $10 - $13
Now $6" - $7"

Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Monica Helminiak
Karen Kovach
Sharon Latteman
Jean Michener
Debbie Murdock
Betty Myers
Shaun O'Rourke
Karen Rigney
Athie Thurman
Shelly Venziano
Beth Whittington
Vicki Jo Wogan

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

\

Applications are now available for the position
of Assistant Student Representative to the
Board of Trustees for 1975-76. Applications may
be picked up at 405 Student Services and must
be completed and returned no later than Friday,
April 18. Applicants should be an under classman in good standing, and should be willing to
attend Student Government and Board of
Trustee meetings/Applications will be evaluated
and a selection will be made by April 25.

be a little bit bold. ' Dr
Snyder added

have made it too much of
a business

"WOMEN SHOULD be
respected for their
skills." according to Jane
I'ekarek. senior. lEd.l
Women are not trying to
compete with men "We
want adequate, not equal
facilities." she added
Denny Oasliglione. junior iB.A ). agreed,
adding that men's sports

TiUe IX should also be
used carefully to get adequate facilities and
should not be used as a
weapon. Castiglione said,
agreeing with Dr Kivlin.
SEX BIAS in media
presentation was brought
up by Joyce Sidwell.
assistant professor of

Get warmed up for Thursday night!

Come to the
Sigma Chi - Alpha Xi Delta

Rush Party
Tonight at 7:30
Music - Refreshments
Conklin Row East - Sigma Chi House
All interested men invited!

.'/ You can hear us everywhere!

SPRING CLEARANCE SALE

$99.95 "

^Bl
54.95
J.l.L. 817FM 8-Track w/
FM Stereo-all transistor
with Illuminated dial.
Regular Pr1ce-$114.95

SUPERSCOPE
CD-302 STEREO CASSETTE

PE 3012 Comptote Automate Chang*
This superb German made turntable has
consistently been the audiophiles choice in
the moderale price field. Us a precision
machine throughout that sacrifices nothing. The super sale price includes wood
base, dust cover, and the Audio Tachnki
AT-10 diamond stylus magnetic cartridge.
Total Regular Price: $179.95

TAPE DECK WITH DOLBY

$

154.95

(©PICKERING

$11.50

«m

^£
Dolby Noise Reduction System, Dolby Internal External Switching, 3 Digit Tape Coun
tei. Peak limiter. Auto Shut Off. Tape Select
Switch, Microphone Inputs, Stereo Head
phone Output
R«g. $189.95

Pickering V 15/550E Diamond Stylui M»g
nitic Cartridge
Tracks as low as 1 gram, provides excep
tional channel separation and good Irequen
cy response A super opportunitv to up
grade your system

Regular Price $39.95

EVERYTHING MUST GO!
Hundreds of in-store specials on every brand of Hi-Fi
made.

COLLEGE STUDENTS

TO MENTION A FEW:

SUMMER JOBS
Our service working in conjunction with business and industry has compiled extensive listings of employers throughout the Midwest in all states and most major
cities who are committed to provide summer employment for college students.
Our listings also include State & Federal
grams, Private Resort & Camp Counseling
Whether you live in Ohio or another state
help you find the employers with a job for

physical education and
recreation.
"Women are very comfortable in this lack of
coverage Sidwell said.
She said women are their
own enemies adding that
"women have taken an
apologetic attitude "
Several students who
participate in women's
sports said they felt facilities did not have to be
equal to men's.

Agencies, Government Internship ProPositions, etc.
in the Midwest you need our listings to
you.

For only $4.98 (includes cost of pamphlet, postage & handling charges) you will
receive our pamphlet entitled SUMMER JOBS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS.
Send your name, address (Home or School) and $4.98, check or money order to:

P.M.*.

ACT TODAY!

BOX A 3974
Chicago, Illinois
60690

EPI90 used speakers
EPI202 demo speakers
JBL L16 demo speakers
JBL L88+ speakers
Jensen 2 speakers
Dynaco A35 speakers
Sony 3200 demo power amp
Sherwood SEL-300 tuners
Harmon Kardon 800+ demo
quad receivers
Sherwood 800 receivers
Garrard 42M turntables COMPLETE
Harmon Kardon 630 receivers
Kenwood 5340 quad receivers
Pioneer TP-777 8 track car players
Panasonic SH3433 quad scopes
Audio Technica AT-10 cartridges
Shure M55E cartridges
Ampex C-90 3-pack cassettes

REGULAR PRICE

SALE PRICE

179.90
478.00 pr.
270.00 pr.
240.00 ea
60.00 ea.
129.00 ea.
400.00
499.00

100.00
355.00 pr.
200.00 pr.
175.00 ea.
45.00 ea.
80.00 ea.
275.00
345.00

499.95
239.95
94.85
359.95
299.95
94.95
259.95
24.95
29.95
8.97

335.00
175.00
40.95
249.95
235.00
70.00
165.00
9.95
1195
3.72

352-8750
248 South Main Street, Bowling Green, Ohio
Open Monday-Friday 10 A.M, to 9 P.M., Saturday 10 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

A flop that's successful
By Bill Estep
To ask a 5-9 athlete to leap
over a high jump bar set at
nearly seven feet seems to
be an unreasonable request,
but to Falcon trackster
Steve Edwards it is a way of
life
"It's a real challenge to go
to a meet and have to look
up to every jumper I'm
going to be competing
against,'' Edwards said
"But it's a psychological
thing, all those 6-5 jumpers
put me down until I clear 66, and then they begin to
wonder if I'm for real."
Edwards is about as
accustomed to establishing
records as Bob Hope is to
receiving laughs
He eclipsed 23 marks
while attending junior and
senior high school in
Cleveland Heights Edwards
is the current BG record
holder, both indoors and
outdoors, in the high jump
with a 6-8 standard
However, he said the Falcon
records are
a
bit
misleading

EDWARDS JOINED a
select group using the flop
technique, developed by 1968
Olympian Dick Fosberry, as
a sophomore in high school
He claims it has had a
tremendous impact on his
success

The Bowling Green
baseball team had little
trouble with Heidelberg
yesterday as it notched a
9-0 win at Warren E. Steller Field Pitcher Romie
Schwielerman picked up
the victory

Falcon high jumper Stove Edwards demonstrates his flap
technique that corned him a first-placo finish ot 6-6 during
last Saturday's dual meet with Eastern Michigan. The 5-9
junior it the school indoor and outdoor record holder in the
event with a mark of 6-8. (Newtphoto by Bob Harmeyer)

Over

Stickers topple Wooster
By Pete Englehart
Staff Writer
WOOSTER.
0
The
Falcon lacrosse team won
its opening
Midwest
Lacrosse
Association
(MLAI game yesterday with
a 10-3 triumph over the
College of Wooster at Carl
M Dale Memorial Field
The win gives the stickers
a 2-1 record and marks their
third consecutive victory
over the Fighting Scots in as

While the stickers did not
perform
flawlessly.
Cochrane was also quick to
point out other phases of the
Falcon attack that have
improved since the opening
season loss to Washington &
Lee University
"Our clearing was much
more effective than it has
been yet this year and < Jeff l
Wolsoshyn and I Matt)
Kenny once again did a good
job at getting the ball for us
off the faceoffs." he said

many years
Freshman
crease
attackman John Grim
continued the scoring binge
he started in last week's
victory over Notre Dame as
he tallied three goals
The
Falcons were
whistled for 12 penalties, a
disturbing factor that head
coach Mickey Cochrane
attributes to a lack of team
defense and the tendency of
many players to overplay
the opposition

Leading only 4-2 at
halftime. BG ended any
doubt about the outcome ot
the contest when Ihey
outscored Wooster 6-1 in the
second half

Edwards also competes in
the long jump, but he
considers the high jump his
most effective event.
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NOW PLAYING
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE FOR
BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM
AMARCORD IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
MOVIE FELLINI HAS EVER MADE and a
landmark in the history of film. It is a
sprawling, hilarious, touching, evocation
Of IIT0.

-Favl D ion******,, -*„,.«.

FRANCO
CRISTALDIS

Ohio State is expected to
be the toughest team in the
state The Buckeyes were
state champions last year,
and Barb Welters, who won
the state championship in
second singles is only
playing fourth singles this
season
BG's first home meet will
be April 19 against Notre
Dame

NOW FOR WOMEN! Carrying The
Latest in Spring and Summer Fashions From:

tf*

7:0

Parks added that her team
seems to have more
potential than last year
The girls are much more
highly motivated because
the competition is stiff," she
said "I'm sure they'll give
it < the season> their all "

Oxford House

#
*

:
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EXPECT Ohio
Wesleyan to be good, but
without Suzy. I don't really
know what they have." said
Parks "We just started
formal practice last week
and the girls are in the
process of playing matches
to see who gets to play this
weekend I probably won't
cut anyone until next week ''
Parks said that Ohio
University did not place

among the top five teams in
the state last year, but they
may have improved
The Falcon netters are
hoping to improve their 9-4
record of last season The
BG women placed third in
the state last vear
"I'M REALLY excited
about this season." said
Parks "The kids are evenly
matched and they all have a
really high level of skill
Some of the girls are
incredibly good I pul two
girls together who never
played doubles before, and
they almost beat our
number one doubles team of
Amy Longley and Judy
Jeanette "

5»

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT. ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.
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CAMPUS CLOTHIERS FOR MEN AND

r"-S 4:30 PM- 2:00

n!
9:15

last year OWU lost an outstanding first singles player.
Suzy Km / who won state
championships in 1973 and
1974 Kurz is now playing
fifth singles for the
University of Texas

"This will definitely be a
rebuilding season." said
coach Janet Parks about the
intercollegiate
women's
tennis team
The women netters. who
lost their first and second
singles players. Amy Smith
and Janet Wonderleigh. will
look for their first win this
weekend in matches with
Ohio University and Ohio
Wesleyan University lOWUl
at Delaware
Parks said she is not sure
what to eipect from Ohio
Wesleyan s team, which
finished second in the state

14" 18

J

"THE KNEE is still sore,
especially after practice and
meets." he said "But I'm
as confident now about my
jumping as I've ever been I
know I can win the MAC this
year and improve on last
year's fifth place finish It's
just a matter of matching all
the right ingredients at the
same meet "
Despite his shortcomings,
if Edwards does capture the
league crown, he would be in
the unaccustomed position
of being looked up to by his
"towering" colleagues

"S PORTS

s>-

HOURS

WHO

Thursday, April 10, 1975

By Lairl Leach
Staff Writer

Junior midfielder Paul
Collins, started the secondhalf scoring just 1 23 into
the period when he took an
assist from Lee Murphy
Grim and fellow attackman
Jeff Woloshyn rounded out
the third-period scoring

S-T 430PM- 100

I
*

EDWARDS.

captured his specialty in
last Saturday's dual contest
against Eastern Michigan
with a leap of f>-6. said the
weather and training
conditions for the Falcon
jumpers dictates their performances
"Working out in the Ice
Arena for the indoor season
is a total mess for us." said
the junior spiker "When I
first came here it was rough
trying to adjust, but now I'm
used to it The indoor meets
were like practice for us and

provided a training ground
for the outdoor season "
Edwards was hampered
by torn knee ligaments
much of the indoor
campaign, but closed fast
with a 6-8 clearing at the
Mid-American Conference
i MAC' Invitational

Female netters open season

JLisaneUd'&
12

relay participation in the
next month.
"I'm going to take Miami
very seriously." he said "I
want to compete at the
Kansas and Drake Relays
and they won't accept you
unless you've already
cleared 6-10 "

The BG N<

"IN HIGH school I never
could decide which jump
was my best," he explained
"When I came to BG. coach
Mel Brodt kept me away
from the long jump because
we already had one

FREE DELIVERY

10

"The long jump is more to
my advantage because I'm
not handicapped by my
height, such as the case in
the high jump." Edwards
said "For that reason I
think the high jump has
become more of a thrill for
me. but I know I'm going to
have to help out this season
in the long jump I've been
working out lately with the
sprinters to help build up my
runway speed and I think I'll
be running a leg on the 440relay this week at Miami
According to Edwards.
Saturday's dual meet with
Miami could determine his

"Jan Rubins (former BG
standout i and I decided to
try the flop the day before a
big relay meet and then
went out and won the event
in a meet record." Edwards
said "It is advantageous for
the small man like me
because it utilizes every bit
of your jumping ability "

"It's always nice to have
your name associated with
records." Edwards said
"But I know that height (6-

Baseball

established jumper in Tom
Newbern Since I've been
away from the event for two
years I just don't have the
strength to carry me into the
pit. even though there is no
difference in the takeoffs

81 is not indicative of my
ability. I've been jumping 610 in practice and now it's
just a matter of getting
things together in a meet."
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TO OFFER THE WOMEN
THE SAME QUALITY
MERCHANDISE AND
SERVICE THAT THE MEN
RECEIVE AT THE OXFORD
HOUSE AND TO OFFER
ONE STOP COMPLETE
SHOPPING FOR ALL YOUR
CLOTHING NEEDS.

STORI HOURS

mm
rJRS,?RLSTALDI "—FEDERICO FELLINI
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MM.
TIES.
WD.
TIMS.

106
104
10-6
10-9

Ft
MT.

10-9
10-6

* Oxford House

**(

518 E. WOOSTER
ACROSS FROM FOUNDERS QUAD.

